Lesson Review – REN1g

Can you play the SHELL to the 5th LEFT HAND ALONE through the entire page?

Can you read the Right hand ALONE just top note through page?

Can you play above step adding the SHELL HELD?

Can you play the SHELL HELD and just the first 2 note grouping of each bar?

Can you play the SHELL – 5th with the first 2 note grouping of the bar?

Can you play SHELL HELD while reading the RIGHT HAND for just 2 bar “short reads”?

Can you play the page playing in RH the first 2 note group followed by single note top note viewing of 2 note groups.

**By selecting the top note of a 2 note grouping it can help keep motion moving forward in time on those situations you feel a struggle.

**Be extra careful watching out for the ACCIDENTALS in the bar

**Attempt to break down the page any number of ways to keep interesting and a challenge until you can read as written.

**Remember this reading is not typical and is much more difficult than traditional melody reading from lead sheets.